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In the era of emotional consumption, it has become a hot topic that commodities meet consumers’ emotional needs. As a necessity
of life, the car also needs to meet the needs of consumers. To achieve that consumers can purchase cars according to their
emotional needs, we need to label cars with emotional words. Te car’s appearance is the crucial medium of emotional in-
formation transmission, especially the car’s color is an essential emotional factor. As the frst impression of products, color afects
people’s emotional attitude. Terefore, introducing color features into the training process of sample marking is an excellent idea
for intelligent labeling of a large number of product emotions.Tis paper proposes a semi-supervised learningmethod, Color-SSL,
based on color data augmentation to realize the label of car emotion. Color-SSL takes FlexMatch as the framework of a semi-
supervised learning model and augments data by extracting subject color. Compared with the baseline method, the accuracy of
this method improved by 3.2%, 8.3%, 8.6%, and 1.4% with 10, 50, 100, and 200 training samples and 1000 test samples. Te results
show that Color-SSL obtains the best emotion-label result (94%). In addition, this study publishes pictures of emotional car
datasets with high resolution, orthogonal perspective, and uniform background.

1. Introduction

With the rapid expansion of industrial globalization, people
can experience and buy many brands and types of cars [1].
For ordinary users, cars have become a meaningful way to
improve work efciency and meet transportation needs.
Consumers will choose cars according to their emotional
needs, brand, price, fuel consumption, safety, and style in the
car purchase process [2]. Also, emotional needs are con-
sidered the primary concern of consumers [3]. Every con-
sumer will have diferent emotional needs, such as needing a
car with streamlined, atmospheric, cute, and luxurious
properties. Especially when the essential functions of cars are
similar, car emotions are signifcant to consumers [4]. A car
design that conforms to users’ emotional preferences can
induce consumers to buy. Designing cars that meet the

emotional needs of users is also the focus of major manu-
facturers [5].

In the context of economic globalization, consumers can
experience diferent brands and types of cars locally [6].
Consumers have many options in buying cars, but it will also
increase the difculty of consumers when purchasing. Tere
are many car brands. Each car brand has diferent types, and
each type has a diferent emotional expression. If consumers
check and understand each type, it will consume a lot of time
and energy. Terefore, when buying a car, consumers often
consider purchasing it according to their knowledge and
experience, the recommendation of friends, their familiarity
with the brand, and the introduction of the shopping guide
[7]. However, this will cause consumers to have cognitive
limitations when buying a car and cannot fully understand
many car types, resulting in impulsive consumption [8].
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Terefore, solving users’ emotional needs and screening
cars that meet consumers’ emotional preferences at the
beginning of car purchase is a critical way to reduce con-
sumers’ time and energy costs. It is also a meaningful way to
reduce impulsive consumption. When consumers put for-
ward their emotional needs, it is the key to solving the above
problems to quickly select the car types with this emotional
representation from many car types and then understand
these screened car types. It is signifcant to build the
emotional information of each car type, show the type of car
with this emotion to consumers according to their emotional
preferences, and improve the efciency of consumers’ choice
of car buying.

However, there are more than 200 common car brands,
such as Volkswagen, BMW, Mercedes Benz, Hyundai, and
Toyota [9].Tere are many types and car families under each
brand. Te construction of car emotional information re-
quires many car types and emotional words, and the amount
of data is vast. It is complex and colossal work to label each
car type’s emotional information manually. Furthermore,
diferent people will have diferent attitudes towards
products [10]. Te attitude is uncertain, which challenges
labeling products’ emotional information. Terefore, how to
quickly label the emotional information of each car type and
solve the diferent emotional views of diferent groups on
products is an urgent problem.

In recent years, the development of semi-supervised
learning (SSL) algorithms provides a solution for the
emotional information label of each car type [11]. SSL uses a
large amount of unlabeled data and a small amount of la-
beled data for pattern recognition. Nowadays, SSL is widely
used. Parthasarathy and Busso proposed a semi-supervised
speech emotion recognition method using a ladder diagram
network [12]. Te proposed method creates a training
framework with strong applicability for SSL and achieves
better performance than fully supervised single task learning
(STL) and MTL baseline. Xie et al. proposed unsupervised
data augmentation to apply SSL [13]. On the IMDB dataset,
through the UDA algorithm learning of only 20 labeled
samples and more than 70000 unlabeled samples (after data
augmentation), they fnally achieved a better efect than the
2.5W labeled dataset. Sohn et al. proposed the FixMatch
method, which performs weak augmentation on the unla-
beled image to generate false tags and strong augmentation
on the unlabeled image to predict, including 94.93% ac-
curacy on the CIFAR-10 with 250 labels [14]. Zhang et al.
proposed the curriculum pseudo-labeling method, which
can be applied to multiple semi-supervised methods without
introducing new hyperparameters and additional compu-
tational overhead [15]. Tis method is applied to the Fix-
Match algorithm to achieve better performance than
FixMatch in SSL. Te above summarizes the recent popular
SSL algorithms. Using these algorithms in SSL can efectively
solve the prediction error of a small number of labels on
unmarked data, reduce human work, and have high accu-
racy. SSL algorithm also provides a basis for this study to
label huge cars’ emotional information.

However, the traditional SSL algorithm is mainly used to
label products, animals, expressions, texts, etc. Te

characteristic information of these data is obvious and easy
to distinguish. For example, most SSL algorithms are mainly
tested with datasets such as CIFAR-10, CIFAR100, STL-10,
and SVHN. Tis study proposes to take cars as samples to
label emotional information, which only contains one
product type. Te product diferentiation is not obvious,
which is easy to produce an overftting phenomenon [16]. In
addition, in the research of emotional labels, SSL is rarely
used, which also brings excellent uncertainty for this study to
try to use an SSL method for emotional labels.

Terefore, this study tries a new idea to verify the fea-
sibility of a semi-supervised method to label pictures with
emotion. Because the traditional emotional label is mainly
manual, the emotional label of car pictures used in this study
requires designers with professional skills to comprehen-
sively judge each picture’s color and shape [17]. For example,
in the feld of product design, it is generally believed that red
products will produce a warm feeling, yellow products will
have a warm feeling, and pink products will have a lovely
sense. For the shape, the curve of the product will have a
round feeling, while the straight line of the product is a
strong feeling. Metal products often bring people a cold
sense of materials, while wood products bring people a
traditional sense. However, when labeling the emotional
preferences of the car, the car material displayed in the
picture has poor discrimination, and the picture can only
stay in the same perspective, which cannot display the
overall modeling information. Ding’s research shows that
product colors have diferent emotional perceptions in
diferent distributions and combinations and afect users’
emotional reactions to products [18]. Terefore, we only
consider the infuence of color in labeling emotional in-
formation on cars. We augmented the image data by adding
color feature data and compared the label accuracy after data
augmentation with that when the data were not augmented
to verify our ideas when labeling emotional images in SSL.
Also, we try to solve the inconsistency of diferent groups’
emotional recognition of products through the method of
the iconic samples proposed by our research group [19].

Tis paper makes the following research and analysis on
labeling car emotion. (I) We construct the car emotion
dataset and construct the test set through the iconic samples.
(II) We propose the Color-SSL algorithm by improving the
FlexMatch algorithm and enhancing the color content to
obtain the training model. (III) We apply the trained model
to the unlabeled car pictures to observe the accuracy of
labeling and other indicators. (IV) Te Color-SSL algorithm
proposed in this paper is compared with the original
FlexMatch algorithm, which proves the feasibility of in-
troducing the product color data into the SSL process. Te
training process for emotional labels of car pictures is shown
in Figure 1.

Our contributions in this article are as follows:

(1) We propose a Color-SSL method for car emotion
labeling based on color augmented.

(2) Although Color-SSL is based on the existing Flex-
Match model, the FlexMatch model used here is
improved by color augmented. Color augmented is
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applied to the semi-supervised learning training
process to add color features as the key factor in
decoding emotional image features. Te results show
that the accuracy of labeling can reach 94%, and the
calculation efciency is improved compared with the
baseline method.

(3) We use the method of landmark samples to solve the
quality of training samples. Te quality of labeled
information in training samples is an essential factor
afecting the performance of semi-supervised
learning. When labeling the emotional information
of pictures, people’s attitudes are inconsistent, which
will lead to the uncertainty of the labeling infor-
mation of the training set. Terefore, we use the
method of the iconic samples proposed by our team
to solve the problem of diferent groups’ ambiguous
emotional attitudes towards pictures.

(4) We publish emotional car datasets with high reso-
lution, orthogonal perspective, and uniform back-
ground for the frst time.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the dataset we made and reviews previous rel-
evant research. Section 3 details the proposed approach. Te
experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section 4.
Finally, Sections 5 and 6 give detailed discussion and
conclusion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Datasets. We have collected the data published by
existing research and learned that there are few public
datasets of car pictures. Common automotive datasets are
shown in Table 1. Te public datasets of car pictures are all
car pictures obtained on the actual road or actual scene,
which have extensive background interference. Tey are
used in trafc fow statistics, car detection, car classifcation,

and other applications and cannot meet the dataset re-
quirements required by this study. Terefore, on this basis,
this study needs to make an emotional car dataset suitable
for product design and emotional.

To meet the requirements of this study, the image needs
to meet the background which is a transparent or white
background. In addition, to obtain the overall information of
the car in a more extensive range, we need to adopt the
orthogonal perspective. Terefore, based on the require-
ments of the above datasets, we have established a car
emotion image dataset, as shown in Figure 2. Based on the
types sold in the Chinese market, we use the two largest
online car selection websites in China, Autohome (https://
www.autohome.com.cn/) and Dongchedi (https://www.
dongchedi.com/), to get the car pictures. Trough screen-
ing, there are 25152 pictures. Te dataset mainly includes
brands, models, styles, and car types. Te text information
example is Mercedes Benz C-class 2022 C 260l sports green
grandmother’s green medium-sized car. Tese data will be
made public.

2.2. Semi-Supervised Learning. Machine learning and deep
learning algorithms have been widely used and have proved
that fully supervised learning under a large number of la-
beled data is very efective [35]. In the actual scene, acquiring
a large amount of data is very simple. However, it is chal-
lenging to obtain labeled data, and labeling a large amount of
data requires a lot of time and energy. SSL is more suitable
for practical applications [36]. SSL is the combination of
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. SSL uses a
small part of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled
data for training and prediction and fnally realizes the label
of a large amount of data. Nhi et al. enriched many image
databases when building semantic-based image retrieval
[37]. In order to solve the relationship between a large
number of images and classes, they built an image gener-
ation framework through semi-supervised learning to
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Figure 1:Te training process of emotional labeling of car pictures. Each car image will be extracted with the fve theme colors that account
for the most signifcant proportion. Te extracted color and picture are combined for data augmentation and then normalized. After data
augmentation, the FlexMatch model is used for semi-supervised learning to obtain classifcation results.
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improve the efciency of automatic retrieval. Chen et al.
proposed a semi-supervised learning-based representation
algorithm for repeated images when detecting image re-
peatability [38]. Teir proposed method guarantees the
description and semantic similarity and achieves excellent
performance in image retrieval. Semi-supervised learning
efectively solves the problem of less data and labeled
information.

SSL algorithms include graph-based SSL (GSSL),
pseudo-label, and hybrid methods [37]. Te main idea of
GSSL is to extract a graph from the original data. Each node
represents a training sample, and the edge represents the
similarity measurement of the sample pair. Tis graph
contains labeled and unlabeled samples. Te goal is to
propagate labeled data from labeled nodes to unlabeled
nodes [39].Te pseudo-label method works in two steps.Te
frst step is to train the model on a limited labeled dataset.
Te second step is to use the same model to create a pseudo-

label on unlabeled data and add the high-confdence pseudo-
label as targets to the existing labeled dataset to make ad-
ditional training data [40]. Te primary process of SSL is
shown in Figure 3.

Recently, the popular SSL algorithm mainly uses the
pseudo-label and consistent regularization [41].Te pseudo-
label is the target class after classifying unlabeled data. Te
pseudo-label can use them like an actual label during
training. Te model used when selecting pseudo-label is the
class with the maximum prediction probability for each
unlabeled sample. Consistency regularization disturbs the
unlabeled data, the prediction results do not change sig-
nifcantly, and the output information is consistent.Trough
the combination of the two methods, the model of the SSL
algorithm is not accessible to overft and has a high gen-
eralization ability. SSL algorithms such as FixMatch, Flex-
Match, UDA, andMixMatch have achieved perfect results in
predicting unlabeled images.

Figure 2: Car emotion image dataset.

Table 1: Car public dataset.

Dataset Trafc fow Car detection Car type Car color License plate Car style Reference
UA-DETRAC √ √ [20]
BDD100K √ √ [21]
KITTI √ √ [22]
BIT-Cardata √ [23]
OpenData V11.0 √ [24]
CCPD √ [25]
D2-City √ √ [26]
Vehicle Color Recognition Dataset √ [27]
VeRi dataset √ √ √ [28]
Vehicle ID √ [29]
VRAI √ √ [30]
PKU-VD √ √ [31]
CompCars √ [32]
Stanford Cars Dataset √ [33]
Te Car Connection Dataset √ √ [34]
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2.3. Data Augmentation. Data augmentation is to process
more data from the original data without increasing the data.
Data augmentation improves the quantity and quality of raw
data to approach the value of more data [42]. In the data
augmentation of pictures, the data augmentation of a single
sample is mainly carried out through geometric operation,
color transformation, random erasure, and adding noise [43].
Some recent studies have tried to use GAN for data aug-
mentation and expanded the data augmentation methods. Te
problem of fewer data can be solved through data augmen-
tation, and overftting can also be prevented. Sedik et al. used
the image rotation method to augment the data of X-ray chest
images, achieving excellent performance and efectively solving
the problem of deep learning in detecting and screening
COVID-19 [44]. Srivastava et al. used three sampling methods
to augment 3D data to solve the scarcity of 3D data in depth
neural networks [45]. Rahman et al. used GAN to augment the
COVID-19 dataset and verifed the accuracy of the test with the
deep learning model [46]. Te above research has achieved
excellent results in practical applications through data aug-
mentation and improved the classifer’s performance.

Te above data augmentation method mainly adds
graphics similar to the original data with the same structure.
Tese methods have made outstanding contributions to data
volume expansion, but the original data have not changed.
People analyze emotional pictures and can focus on themain
features of the picture, in which the theme color of the
picture is one of the main features. With this idea, we will
add the main features of the image to the original data,
augment the original image data, and realize the rapid
recognition of the depth neural network.

2.4. Iconic Samples. Te iconic samples method is the
method proposed by our team to screen samples when
conducting psychological cognitive experiments [19]. Te

primary purpose of this method is to integrate the
emotional evaluation of diferent groups and reduce the
infuence of subjective factors on emotional evaluation.
Trough emotional evaluation of products, we can get a
preliminary emotional classifcation. Diferent groups will
have diferent emotional evaluations when obtaining the
primary emotional category of products. At this step, the
Likert scale is mainly used to score, and then the score of
each type of emotion is defned. Trough the defnition of
scores, diferent product samples are preliminarily clas-
sifed into three kinds of emotional sample sets that
conform to the emotion, that do not conform to the
emotion, and that are neutral, as shown in the following
equation:

S �

S1, V< k1( ,

S2, k1 <V< k2( ,

S3, V> k2( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where k1 and k2 are the defned values, V is the Likert scale
value of the product sample, and S1, S2, and S3 represent the
sample set of preliminary emotion classifcation.

Ten, we need to investigate the results of the prelim-
inary classifcation again. Te three-point semantic difer-
ence scale is used to survey at this stage. Each sample has
three candidates, two relative emotional words and neutral.
We make diferent groups judge the samples and obtain the
classifcation results of each sample. We assume that the
sample is iconic if all investigators have the same judgment
results on a sample. Te relationship between iconic and
non-iconic samples is shown in Figure 4. Each sample in the
iconic sample dataset has a clear emotional meaning (dif-
ferent groups have no deviation in the emotional evaluation
of the sample). Te corresponding experimental model is
generated by experimenting with the iconic samples as

Small amount of
labeled dataset ML Model

Pseudo-labeled dataset

Large amount of
unlabeled dataset

ML Model trained on labeled
+ pseudo-labeled dataset

Figure 3: Main process of SSL. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is the combination of supervised learning and unsupervised learning. SSL
uses a small number of tagged examples and many unlabeled data, from which the model must learn and predict new examples. Te basic
process involves using existing tagged data to tag the remaining unlabeled data, thereby efectively helping to increase training data.
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testing samples, which can be applied to the verifcation
process of other non-iconic samples. Te iconic sample has
also been proved feasible in many studies.

Semi-supervised learning predicts the information of
many unlabeled samples through a small number of labeled
samples. Terefore, the quality of labeled samples afects the
prediction performance of semi-supervised learning. Our
study needs to be labeled with emotional information. But
the emotional reaction may be diferent for everyone. Only
those pictures with obvious emotional signifcance will lead
to consistent user responses. In order to improve the labeling
quality of samples, it is necessary to clarify the emotional
information of these few samples. Te iconic samples
method solves this problem. Tis paper will also reduce the
impact of group emotional evaluation bias when labeling
cars’ emotional information through iconic samples.

3. Methods

In this section, we propose Color-SSL for the emotional
labeling and classifcation of product pictures. We will take

FlexMatch as the main framework of SSL. We improved
FlexMatch to use a small number of labeled and many
unlabeled car images for training to realize the generation of
a classifcation model.

3.1. FlexMatch. FlexMatch algorithm is an SSL model based
on a pseudo-label algorithm [15]. For the current SSL al-
gorithm based on the pseudo-label method, a relatively high
and fxed threshold will be set, such as the threshold set in
FixMatch which is 0.95. If the model’s confdence for un-
labeled samples exceeds the set threshold, the sample will be
given a false label. Tis high and fxed threshold has some
problems, leading to insufcient consideration of diferent
training states and diferent types of training difculties.
Terefore, FlexMatch proposed curriculum pseudo-labeling
(CPL). With the semi-supervised training process, the
fexible threshold of each category is dynamically adjusted
without introducing additional parameters and calculations.
CPL assigns a pseudo-label to diferent classes at diferent
time steps and adjusts the threshold in diferent training
processes. Te dynamic adjustment threshold is the main
content of CPL. CPL adjusts the threshold by calculating the
evaluation accuracy of each class, using the following
equation:

Tt(c) � at(c) · τ, (2)

whereTt(c) is the fexible threshold of class c with time step
t and at(c) is the corresponding evaluation accuracy.

When evaluating the learning state, CPL proposes a new
alternative method. Te purpose of this method is not to
introduce other reasoning processes and verifcation sets.
When CPL assumes that the threshold is high, the learning
efect of a class can be refected by its prediction of the
number of samples that belong to this class and are higher
than the threshold. If the number of samples is small and the
prediction confdence reaches the threshold, the class will be
more challenging to learn. Its expression equation is as
follows:

σt(c) � 
N

n�1
l max pm, t y un


  > τ  · l argmax pm, t y un


   � c , (3)

where σt(c) refects the learning efect of class c at the time
step t. pm, t(y|un|) is the prediction of unlabeled data by the
model at the time step t, and N is the total number of
unlabeled data.

Because this research is mainly about data augmentation,
we specifcally analyze FlexMatch data augmentation. Tis
method is applied to two kinds of data augmentation: weak

augmentation and strong augmentation. Weak augmenta-
tion refers to fipping the picture with a probability of 0.5,
cropping the picture at a random position, and normalizing
the picture with the mean value. For strong augmentation,
the RandAugment [47] strategy is mainly applied to select
and combine image transformation randomly. Te main
algorithm fow is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of determining the iconic samples.
When all people have the same evaluation results on the same
sample, this sample is an iconic sample. Te color of the histogram
displayed in the fgure represents diferent evaluation proportions.
When the sample is an iconic sample, only one color is displayed.
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3.2. Color-SSL for Emotional Product Image Labeling. In the
SSL process, because there are fewer labeled data, it is
necessary to expand the amount of data through data
augmentation and other methods. Terefore, data aug-
mentation is a vital link in SSL. Asmentioned in the previous
section, FlexMatch augments data through weak augmen-
tation and strong augmentation to increase the number of
data and reduce model overftting. When labeling emotional
information, especially when labeling products, we need to
consider color and other information. Terefore, based on
the FlexMatch algorithm framework, we propose a semi-
supervised classifcation method based on color augmented.
Its workfow is shown in Figure 6.

We combine prior knowledge and transform multiple
samples for the data augmentation of multi-sample images.
Researchers mainly use SMOTE [48], SamplePairing [49],
Mixup [50], and other methods to construct the neigh-
borhood values of known samples in the feature space. Te
color augmentation of samples proposed in this study
mainly extracts the primary color from the original image
and combines the main color features with the original
image to obtain a new image based on the original image.
Te Color-SSL algorithm framework is shown in Figure 7.

Te main steps are as follows:

Step 1. We make the original sample transparent to
reduce the infuence of background factors on the
extracted main color. Background transparency is
handled through the open-source PP-Matting model
proposed by Baidu [51].
Step 2. We extract the main color of the transparent
image. Te main color can refect the picture’s main
color characteristics and color composition infor-
mation. Because the common features of cars, such as
windows and wheels, have common colors and oc-
cupy a large proportion of the overall car color,
multiple colors must be extracted to prevent the in-
fuence of common colors when extracting the main
color. We use the Median Cut to obtain the fve main
colors with the highest proportion of the original
image and divide them into color blocks of diferent
sizes for combination according to the proportion of
the main colors.

Step 3. We combine the extracted main color with the
original image to generate an image based on the
original image and color features.
Step 4. We input the color-augmentation image into the
original FlexMatch model framework for training
prediction to obtain the classifcation information of
unlabeled samples.

4. Experiment and Result Analysis

4.1. Dataset Analysis. Our car emotion dataset contains
25152 pictures and covers 3910 diferent brands. Because we
want to extract the emotional representation refected in car
pictures, 381 emotional words describing the appearance of
cars are obtained from the Internet and related materials.
Te focus group screened these emotional words and
eliminated some adjectives with obvious similarity and
particularity. Ten, the group combined the screened words

MODEL

MODEL

Weakly
Augmented

Strongly
Augmented

Adjust Flexible
Tresholds

Unlabeled
Image

Predicted

Pseudo-label

Figure 5: Main fowchart of FlexMatch algorithm. Te fexible threshold of each class is adjusted to achieve the best unlabeled data efect.

Labeled Image Unlabeled Image

Color Augmented

Weakly Augmented Strongly Augmented

Model

Pseudo-label

Predicted

Class1 Class2 Class3

Adjust Tresholds

Figure 6: Flowchart of Color-SSL algorithm. Before weak aug-
mentation and strong augmentation of data, we perform color
augmentation. Ten, we input the augmented data to model.
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with adjectives with relative meanings to obtain 21 emo-
tional word pairs. We evaluated the collected pairs of per-
ceptual words in questionnaires to determine which three
groups of words can better represent the needs of diferent
groups for a car purchase. A total of 271 questionnaires were
issued, and 269 questionnaires were recovered. Te content
of the questionnaire includes whether there is any recent
idea about buying a car, age, gender, and other information.
Trough the questionnaire analysis, 128 people have the idea
of purchasing a car soon. Tey are between 24 and 53 years
old, and the ratio of males to females is 1.56 :1. In all the
questionnaires collected, the age is between 21 and 61. Te
male to female ratio is 1.26 :1. According to the users’ choice
of perceptual words, among the total number of users and
the users who have recently bought cars, the Lively-Stable
option is the most, followed by the Ofroad-Homely, as
shown in Table 2. We then interviewed some users who
chose Lively-Stable to understand the reasons for selecting
this perceptual word pair. Most people say that Lively-Stable
can refect the purchase needs of people of diferent ages
(young andmiddle-aged), gender groups (women andmen),
occupations (ordinary occupations and business people),
and personality needs (personality and conservatism).

Since the Lively-Stable is selected for the most words,
and the Lively-Stable can refect the emotional needs of
diferent groups. We take the Lively-Stable as the verif-
cation and introduce neutral as the transitional word be-
tween the two extreme adjectives to form the fnal
emotional words.

4.2. Screeningof Iconic Samples. We take Lively-Stable as the
emotional words and conduct a questionnaire survey on
the car samples using a fve-point Likert scale. Because of
the large number of samples, we randomly divided the
picture samples into fve groups and made them into
questionnaires. We distributed 150 questionnaires. 147
returned completed questionnaires, 30 returned two-cat-
egory questionnaires, and 29 returned three-category
questionnaires. We analyzed the questionnaire and ob-
tained the emotional score of each sample. According to the
score value, the samples are preliminarily divided into three
categories of emotional picture sets. Te number of pre-
liminary emotional picture sets is 9084 lively, 5611 neutral,
and 10457 stable.

We subsequently recruited 5 car designers (3 men and
2 women) with over 5 years of experience, 5 car sales-
people (1 man and 3 women), and 4 students in design (2
men and 2 women) to form the expert group. Te expert
group judged the preliminarily classifed set of afective
pictures on a three-point semantic scale. We obtained
7848 steady emotional pictures, with 2581 lively, 1753
neutral, and 3514 stable. Te decision set relationships for
the afective picture set are shown in Figure 8. We ran-
domly selected 4500 iconic samples (1500 samples under
each emotion vocabulary) from steady emotional pictures
for the convenience of subsequent experiments. Tese
samples will be trained and validated as labeled samples
for the feasibility of the Color-SSL algorithm proposed in
this study.

···

···

···

···

Background
transparency

Main color
extraction

Color
combination

Labeled&Unla
beled image
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Weakly Augmented Strongly Augmented

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class C···
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Predicted

Figure 7: Color-SSL algorithm framework.
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4.3. Parameter Optimization and Setting. Based on the SSL
training and parameter optimization of the Color-SSL al-
gorithm, we used a PC workstation equipped with NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 3060ti GPU, Intel i5-12400 CPU, and 32GB
ram to conduct experiments. Te whole algorithm is based
on the TorchSSL. For a fair comparison, we use the same
hyperparameter as FlexMatch. We used the ResNet50 for
training and optimized it with random gradient descent with
a momentum of 0.9. Te detailed parameters are shown in
Table 3.

4.4. Result Analysis. In order to obtain a more realistic
classifcation prediction performance, we use 10, 50, 100,
and 200 labeled samples as training sets and 1000 samples as
test sets to verify. We compare the data-augmentation image
with the non-data-augmentation image to predict accuracy.
Te comparison of diferent training samples is shown in
Figure 9.

According to the prediction accuracy, the training results
of the sample images augmented by color data are generally
better than those not transparent. We will analyze the op-
timal value of the prediction results after the color

1753

2581

215

3514

7951

123

9015

Lively

Neutral

Stable

Figure 8: Venn diagram of judgment set relation of the emotional
picture set.

Table 3: Hyperparameter setting information of Color-SSL
algorithm.

Hyperparameters Setting
epoch 1
num_train_iter 360000
num_eval_iter 10000
num_labels 10/50/100/200
batch_size 32
eval_batch_size 256
T 0.5
p_cutof 0.7
ulb_loss_ratio 1
uratio 1
ema_m 0.999
optim SGD
lr 0.03
momentum 0.9
weight_decay 0.0003
net ResNet50
depth 0
widen_factor 0
leaky_slope 0.1
dropout 0

Table 2: Perceptual vocabulary selection.

Emotional words Users with car purchase ideas Total number of users
Luxurious-plain 11 31
Manliness-gentle 23 32
Classical-modern 8 15
Casual-business 45 105
Lively-stable 114 228
Cute-mature 6 18
Tough-soft 35 62
Common-stif 68 79
Rough-delicate 12 31
Simple-complex 8 16
Flamboyant-connotative 32 95
Ordinary-personalized 21 89
Ofroad-homely 89 216
Harmonious-contradictory 2 3
Male-female 72 127
Fashionable-traditional 21 89
Technological-old 32 48
Safe-dangerous 5 8
Beautiful-ugly 3 9
Ripe-young 21 29
Inconspicuous-conspicuous 12 15
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augmentation and non-augmentation. When there are 50
and 100 sample pictures, the accuracy is greatly improved,
which is 8.3% and 8.6%.

In addition, to verify the algorithm’s stability in each
training result, each experiment sets fve diferent random
numbers for training and obtains the accuracy of the
prediction results. We recorded the accuracy of the last 20
checkpoints for each training and verifcation and ob-
tained the average value and average deviation of the
accuracy of the last 20 checkpoints. Te specifc values are
shown in Table 4. Te table shows that the average de-
viation of the accuracy obtained by Color-SSL is 2.15 at

most, and the average deviation of the accuracy obtained
by FlexMatch is 2.35 at most. From the average deviation,
we know that the method we proposed and the model
obtained by FlexMatch training are both stable. Secondly,
we found that in many experiments, the accuracy of our
method has improved compared with the original Flex-
Match. When there are 100 labeled samples, the predicted
results have exceeded 92%. When there are 200 labeled
samples, the accuracy exceeds 94%. It proves that the data
augmentation of samples proposed by us is feasible in the
SSL process and performs better than the original Flex-
Match model.
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Figure 9: Comparison of accuracy of diferent training samples. Te fgures in the fgure show the improvement in accuracy of our method
compared with the baseline method.

Table 4: Comparison of accuracy between Color-SSL and FlexMatch.

Numbers of label sample Method
Train and test

1 2 3 4 5

10 Color-SSL 77.52 (1.22) 76.26 (1.36) 75.89 (2.15) 77.34 (1.39) 75.95 (1.16)
FlexMatch 72.75 (2.09) 73.69 (1.81) 71.05 (2.13) 72.69 (2.11) 71.36 (2.16)

50 Color-SSL 81.71 (0.89) 79.56 (1.12) 81.73 (0.95) 82.53 (0.68) 81.87 (1.69)
FlexMatch 73.01 (2.19) 74.29 (1.25) 75.09 (0.92) 74.10 (1.28) 76.61 (0.93)

100 Color-SSL 91.15(0.34) 91.26 (1.01) 92.53 (0.65) 91.14 (0.65) 90.81 (0.85)
FlexMatch 79.33 (2.35) 81.88 (1.65) 82.73 (1.32) 81.75 (1.16) 82.72 (0.95)

200 Color-SSL 94.77 (0.30) 91.47 (1.29) 93.26 (0.74) 93.65 (0.82) 92.34 (0.95)
FlexMatch 87.91 (0.82) 90.03 (0.84) 92.31 (0.55) 93.15 (1.78) 91.51 (0.69)
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Figure 10 shows the confusion matrix of color and non-
color augmentation under diferent training data. From the
confusion matrix, it can be seen that there are obvious
diferences in the classifcation results between samples

augmented based on color and samples not augmented. Te
classifcation results of samples based on color data aug-
mentation are signifcantly better than those without data
augmentation. In the sample training based on
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Figure 10: Confusion matrix of Color-SSL and FlexMatch under diferent training sample numbers. Using 1000 test samples to test the
performance of the model, the prediction results of our method in the three classes are generally higher than those of the baseline method.
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augmentation, neutral samples’ classifcation and label ac-
curacy are higher when training with less or more data
sample size. Trough the correlation coefcient confusion
matrix, the accuracy of training and labeling after color
augmentation is signifcantly better than that without color
augmentation.

5. Discussion

Trough many experiments and diferent data, we verify the
feasibility of the Color-SSL model based on color data
augmentation in the emotional labeling of cars. We have
improved the framework of FlexMatch by adding the steps
of color data augmentation before image data augmentation.
Compared with the original FlexMatch method, Section 4
shows that the SSL algorithm based on the Color-SSL model
has achieved excellent results in labeling product. During the
experiment, we also found interesting phenomena, includ-
ing the relationship between the number of training samples
and accuracy, complexity and overhead analysis, and the
application of the model trained by iconic samples to non-
iconic samples.

5.1.TeRelationship between the Number of Training Samples
and Accuracy. In Section 4, we can fnd that the Color-SSL
proposed has better results than the original FlexMatch
model. When the number of training samples is small or
large, when the number of training samples is 10 or 200,
improving the accuracy is not as obvious as when the
number of training samples is 50 or 100. When the training
sample set is 10 samples, the accuracy is improved by 3.2%.
We assume that it may be related to the small number of
samples trained. Color-SSL does not fully learn the char-
acteristics of the samples, resulting in no obvious im-
provement compared with the original FlexMatch model.
When the number of training samples is 200, the increase is
minor, which is 1.4%. We assume that the number of
samples is large. Color-SSL and FlexMatch models obtain
more data features when learning image features, and the
improvement efect is not apparent.

Because the SSL process belongs to the black box state,
we do not know the SSL state and how to extract learning
features in the training process. However, based on this
fascinating phenomenon, we can boldly guess that the result
of our Color-SSL is better than that of FlexMatch. Te main
reason is that when training is based on color data aug-
mentation samples, the model can quickly identify the main
features that can determine emotional information. Tis is
also similar to human beings’ rapid evaluation of products
based on color data and empirical knowledge. Although this
is a bold guess, we can provide an idea for optimizing the
algorithm according to this guess. Tat is, the fusion of
human concept information into the optimization process of
the algorithm may have an unexpected result.

5.2. Complexity andOverheadAnalysis. Color-SSL proposed
in this paper is a semi-supervised learning algorithm based
on FlexMatch improvement. Color-SSL is mainly used for

emotional labeling of product pictures. In order to better
demonstrate the practical application value of the method
proposed in this paper, we conducted a complexity analysis
of the method. Te algorithm’s complexity is mainly re-
fected in two aspects: time complexity and space com-
plexity. Color-SSL and FlexMatch use the same network
architecture and superparameters. However, during the
training process, Color-SSL added the step of extracting the
main color. We calculated that the average duration of each
operation in extracting the main color is 0.7523 s, and the
memory occupied is 66.056Mib. Although Color-SSL pro-
posed by us adds some computing processes compared with
FlexMatch, compared with the time complexity and space
complexity, the amount of computation and computing time
generated can be ignored.

Our proposed Color-SSL also has a precise application
scenario. In the process of sales and production of industrial
products, many products of the same type will make it
difcult for consumers to choose. Te existing SSL methods
are mainly used in object labeling and news labeling and are
now gradually applied to new felds such as disease diag-
nosis. As far as we know, Color-SSL we proposed is the frst
emotional labeling method applied to consumer products.
Color-SSL can be used as a relevant sales platform to quickly
label the emotional labels corresponding to the products to
facilitate consumers’ purchases.

5.3. Application ofMethods. Because this study is to label the
emotional information of the same products, emotional
labeling is diferent from that of products, and there is no
direct or obvious distinguishing feature. Terefore, we ap-
plied the iconic samples method in this study, taking the
steady emotional samples as training and prediction samples
and obtaining relatively excellent results. However, this is
only training and prediction based on iconic samples, so
verifying whether the model trained by iconic samples can
be applied to labeling non-iconic samples is necessary. Te
attitude of these non-iconic sample expert groups is not
uniform, but we take the expert group’s majority opinion as
the sample’s emotional information. Te information is
taken as the result of preliminary emotional classifcation.

We randomly selected 1500 pictures in the remaining
non-iconic samples according to the results of the prelim-
inary emotional classifcation, with 500 sample pictures in
each category. We take these pictures as input and use the
model trained by iconic samples to classify the output
emotion. By comparing the prediction results with the re-
sults of the initial emotion classifcation, the prediction
accuracy reaches 91.93%, and the prediction results of each
category are shown in Figure 11.Temodel trained by iconic
samples can be well transferred to the application of non-
iconic samples.

Because the attitude towards emotional information is
unclear, the expert group has multiple opinions on the same
sample. Although we take the expert group’s majority
opinions as the sample’s emotional classifcation results, we
cannot ignore diferent opinions. We analyzed the samples
with deviation in prediction, and the number of samples
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with deviation in prediction was 121. By comparing the
diferent emotion judgments of these samples in the expert
group, it is found that there is an intersection between the
predicted results of 112 samples and the results determined
by the expert group. Tat is, the predicted results are

consistent with the evaluation results of the expert group, as
shown in Figure 12, which shows the relationship between
the predicted results and the evaluation results of the expert
group. Although 121 results predicted by the model have
deviations, compared with the evaluation of the expert
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group, the consistent result has reached 92.56%, indicating
that this model can meet the fnal labeling requirements in
the prediction. It can be noted that because the samples we
verifed this time belong to non-iconic samples, the expert
group has a variety of choices for the label of the emotional
information of the samples. Te predicted results are highly
consistent with the preliminary emotional classifcation
information obtained from the questionnaire, and the
samples with prediction deviation are also consistent with
the emotional information classifcation of the expert group.
Trough this verifcation, we know that in model training or
related experiments, the establishment of models through
landmark samples can be applied to the related process of
non-iconic samples and has high consistency.

6. Conclusion

Tis study proposes a Color-SSL model based on color data
augmentation. Tis model combines color data augmenta-
tion with the traditional FlexMatch model, making it more
suitable for the scene of the emotional label. Specifcally, this
study innovatively introduces the human emotional evalu-
ation of products based on color information into the SSL
process. We compared the training results before and after
color data augmentation and proved that our Color-SSL is
better than FlexMatch. Secondly, SSL requires a small
number of labeled samples, and the quality of label infor-
mation of these labeled samples is essential. We used the
method of iconic samples to screen the iconic samples as the
training and testing sample set and obtained excellent
results.

Moreover, through the application of non-iconic
samples, the accuracy and coincidence of analysis have
proved that our idea is correct, and the trained model can
be well applied and extended. In addition, we have also
made a dataset of car products for emotional research. Tis
dataset collects large-scale pictures of car products with a
unifed background and orthogonal perspective and has
each picture’s brand, type, and other information. Al-
though our Color-SSL has achieved some results and
verifed the feasibility of the iconic sample method pro-
posed in our previous research, there are also some limi-
tations. First, we need to obtain a certain number of iconic
samples as the initial labeled samples which will consume
some energy, but it takes much less time than labeling all
samples. Second, we do not consider the factors that afect
the shape and material of emotional information evalua-
tion but only consider the factors of color, which also
points out the direction for our future research. In addition,
we can consider the combination of color data augmen-
tation and more SSL models to develop a more practical
and accurate model to provide ideas for the label of product
emotional information.
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